1999 ford ranger dpfe sensor

The sensor monitors and measures the pressure with the EGR valve. This prevents the valve
from malfunctioning and allowing too much exhaust into the intake manifold at one time. If a
vehicle's running poorly or having poor gas mileage, the DPFE sensor may be to blame. Open
the hood of the vehicle. The sensor is a small square with two vacuum hoses on the bottom and
a wire harness coming out from the side. The location will vary slightly from make and model.
Check your repair manual for exact location and a detailed diagram. Turn the ignition key to the
"On" position. Do not turn the engine off. You want the sensors to run and PCM to turn on, but
the engine to remain off. Connect the negative black multimeter lead to a ground point, such as
the negative battery terminal. Clip the positive red lead to the DPFE sensor signal wire. The
sensor has three wires; the signal wire is the first wire on the left of the unit. Allow the
multimeter to register the voltage. Ford DPFE sensors should read between. All other makes
should read between. If the sensor is not within the appropriate range, the sensor is faulty and
should be replaced. Johnathan Cronk is a freelance writer and began writing at the age of
Throughout his career he has specialized in sports, how-to and advice articles. He has also
written sales pitches in the corporate setting since Step 1 Open the hood of the vehicle. Step 2
Disconnect the two vacuum hoses from the sensor by giving them a firm tug. Step 3 Turn the
ignition key to the "On" position. Step 4 Connect the negative black multimeter lead to a ground
point, such as the negative battery terminal. References Rockledge. Car makers recycle exhaust
gas back into the engine to reduce combustion temperatures and pollutants. However, in order
to make the engine run smoothly car makers have to meter the recirculated exhaust, injecting it
into the intake manifold only under the proper conditions. To do that, they have developed
exhaust gas re-circulation EGR valves and sensors to detect how well the EGR valve is working.
The sensing portion of the system is important because the exhaust contains soot, and that
soot can clog up the metering portion of the EGR valve. When certain driving conditions are met
and the computer wants exhaust gas recirculation, it provides a pulsing voltage to the
electronic vacuum regulator EVR. The EVR is a solenoid valve. When it opens, it allows intake
manifold vacuum from port 5 to flow into port 6 on the top side of the EGR valve. The vacuum
pulls up on the diaphragm, lifting the pintle off the pintle seat. With the pintle off its seat,
exhaust pressure forces exhaust gas up through the EGR tube, the EGR valve, and into the
intake manifold at port 4. On the way up to the EGR valve, the exhaust gas passes through a
restriction. The DPFE sensor hoses are connected to ports 1 and 2â€”before and after the
restriction. By comparing and reporting the differences in pressure, the computer can
determine exactly how much exhaust gas is flowing through the EGR valve. Exhaust gas
contains water vapor. Ford did consider the ramifications of this water vapor getting into the
DPFE and forming ice. Do it yourselfers and professional technicans make an all-too-common
mistake if they automatically replace the EGR valve when they see an EGR related code. In fact,
the valve itself is usually the most reliable component in the system. Look for cracks or tears.
Replace the hose if you find any. Look for a reading between. If your reading is outside that
range, you have one more voltage check to perform before replacing the sensor. It should read
5 volts. After replacement, perform the voltage check again to eliminate the possibility that the
EGR valve is not seating properly. Step 3 Leave your meter connected and start the engine.
They will be coated with black soot. But the passages should not be clogged and the pintle
should move off its seat with the application of vacuum. Clean the pintle, pintle seat, and
passages with carb or throttle body cleaner. They include wiring diagrams and technical service
bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair.
So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the identification symbols and then refer
back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you
need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy. Find this article useful? Share it! You
don't need expensive testing equipment to do it and more importantly, with this article you'll be
able to find out exactly what part of the entire system is bad and needs to be replaced and in the
process saving time and money. The following are the most common symptoms that a Ford or
Mercury or Lincoln car or truck will usually experience when there's a fault in the EGR system:.
Below is a list of must have tools that you'll need to successfully use the testing information in
this article to solve the EGR valve system malfunction on your Ford, Mercury, or Lincoln car or
truck. As already mentioned, this article covers three different styles DPFE sensors. Two are
bolted onto the engine one is plastic and the other is metal , and the other is suspended in place
just by the two hoses that are attached to it. They all function in the exact same manner. The
following circuit descriptions apply to all three DPFE sensors in the image viewer. To make it
easy for you to test the particular DPFE sensor on your Ford or Mercury or Lincoln car or truck,
I have included images of all three types of DPFE sensors with the specific circuit you need to
test highlighted. The circuit descriptions are the same no matter what the individual color of the
wires on your Ford Lincoln, Mercury car or truck. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 4. All

Tutorials: 4. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and watch the roaches hang themselves. This
material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may
earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this
website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing
information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles: Aerostar
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banned from the site! Hate Spam. I was having trouble with it on startup and sputtering until I
got going. I found that if I disconnected the tube from the EGR valve things ran much better. I
found the EGR valve was leaking so I replaced it but the problem still exists. I am pretty
confident that I tested the EGR solenoid thoroughly and it is ok. I started looking at the DPFE
sensor and have a question about the voltage. According to what I read, the bottom wire is the
reference voltage and it is 5v. The middle pin is ground and I verified that it is good. The top pin
should be the signal wire and should be about 1 volt until the pressure changes and it should
rise along with the pressure. However, the signal wire has a constant 5v. I checked and there is
no continuity between the signal pin1 and the 5v reference pin trying to rule out a short in the
connector. Any help would be appreciated. Was this answer helpful? Cleared the code and it
comes back on after about miles. Runs rough when first started. Any suggestions? Clean
properly to resolve MIL. Thanks for using 2CarPros. I had the same issue, changed it and there
was no more problem. Check out the diagrams Below Please let us know if you need anything
else to get the problem fixed. I have had the check engine light come on 4 times in the past 2
weeks and every time it was code P or Exhaust Gas Recirculation Insufficient Flow. The truck
wasn't running poorly, but I decided to change the EGR valve. Right after changing the EGR
valve I started the truck and it was running roughly. I then changed the spark plugs and wires
and it was still running roughly, so I put the old EGR valve back on and that didn't fix the
problem either. I then put and EGR sensor on my truck and that didn't fix the problem either. I
then drove it home from the shop and when it was idling in my driveway it was idling high and
wouldn't ever go down. The fan was also not shutting off. What is wrong with my truck? Do I
need to replace the EGR solenoid? What else could be the problem? Just remove it and check.
Let me know what you find. It is a lot harder than it sounds to take off the EGR valve. This place
rocks. Key On Engine Off testing gave me these blinks with the tone; possibly to equal the
three, and not the code for letting me know that no problems were found , , 1, , I am quite sure
the is the DIS primary circuit failure in Coil 1, 2, 3, or 4. I have replaced both coil packs, put on
new wires, and new plugs a month ago. Why not it has K on it and I have changed plugs and
wires a few times, but never the coil packs. Ufortunately as of this typing truck is still running in
failure mode according to the tester and manual , and idles at about rpm, although nothing has
happened, and I have been driving it for a month like this since the above parts change, and all
is ok. I have a feeling that if I replace this my idle will return to normal, and all will be ok. Thanks
to all who take the time to read through this for me and offer any assistance. Check vacuum
hoses for correct routing. Connect a vacuum gauge directly to EGR vacuum source. With
engine running, open throttle. If gauge indicates vacuum, EGR vacuum supply is okay. If gauge
indicates no vacuum, EGR vacuum port is plugged. Disconnect vacuum hose at EGR valve, and
plug hose. Connect a vacuum pump to EGR valve. Start engine. Apply in. Hg to EGR valve.
Engine should run rough or stall and EGR valve should hold vacuum. Connect vacuum gauge to
EGR valve. Ensure there is less than 1 in Hg to EGR valve at idle with engine at normal
operating temperature. Install tachometer. Disconnect and plug vacuum hose to EGR valve.
Start engine and idle in Neutral. Note idle speed. Using a hand-held vacuum pump, slowly apply
in. Engine should either stall or idle should drop at least RPM. Idle speed should return to
normal when vacuum is released at EGR valve. Repair or replace EGR valve if none of the
conditions occur. Hg at idle. I have a Ford Ranger, 4 Cylinder, 2. Do you. Was this answer. Did
you check the DPFE sensor? Here is the location of the DPFE sensor so you know what it looks
like. Cheers, Ken Images Click to enlarge. I have a Ford Ranger Super Cab 2. When you replaced
the EGR, did you check to see if there was a carbon build up in the intake? No I did not. Check
that to see if there is blockage. If there isn't any carbon build up what do I need to do next? Yes,
I have reviewed engine codes here, just wanting to make sure I am correct in my findings is all,
and it sure seems everybody here has more than enough brainpower to assist with my check s.
DPFE system can detect lack of pressure in exhaust system. Remove exhaust ventilation
system. Service codes as necessary. Inspect tube, including DPFE inlet, for blockage. If no

blockage is found, go to next step. Turn ignition on. Look at the back of the engine, there is a
small stainless flex tube that runs to the egr, and egr possition sensor, there are two small
hoses attacheched to it. See if it has melted, common problem! It also had code P come on
when I started it at one point during the repairs. I'm sure it is a pain. Make sure there are no
vacuum leaks around the EGR Was this answer. My ford ranger idles real bad an has no power. I
can't get out of first gear. I replaced the plugs and wires and did not fix the problem. I had a
valcum line go bad that connects from the egr valve pressure censor to the engine. I put
another one on and it still does it. Do I need to replace the EGR valve pressure censor? When
the valcum line went bad that is when I started having this problem. Please help. Please login or
register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! With advances in
technology and especially in automotive engineering, cars have experienced some significant
improvements over the years. A modern car today has so many parts and electronic sensors
that take over much of the driving and fuel combustion of your car. Of all these sensors, one is
the DPFE sensor. In this article, we will discuss the function, symptoms, troubleshooting and
replacement costs of the DPFE sensor. We will talk about EGR later. The DPFE sensor is one of
the components of your engine that is used to monitor all the air coming back into the air intake
from the exhaust. Yeah, you heard it right. To improve efficiency, cars use the air that comes
out of the exhaust, also called exhaust air, and reuse it for combustion. The way it works can be
associated with a turbo system. The turbo system contains a turbine inside, which is driven by
the exhaust gases that your car releases. This exhausted air drives the turbine, which in turn
draws in the fresh, cooler air in the intake much faster and with a lot of power, giving your
engine a real boost. While the DPFE sensor is in direct contact with the exhaust gas, it does not
take over the supply of exhaust air. This part is controlled by the EGR system, which we will talk
about later in this article. The DPFE sensor checks the pressure of the extracted air and the
pressure changes by means of an orifice. The output that the sensor receives is then converted
into an analog signal. From there the computer sends a signal to the EGR system to control the
exhaust air. The main purpose of the EGR system is to reduce the amount of nitrogen oxide that
the engine releases during combustion. Ford often uses the DPFE sensor for its various vehicle
models. The most common car model is probably the F The EGR system consists of a valve that
controls the exhaust air returning to the engine. The exhaust gas is reused depending on the
combustion factors of the fuel. The recirculation of this unburnt gas ensures that it is
re-combusted completely the second time, thereby improving fuel efficiency and, above all,
controlling car emissions. An unburned mixture leads to the production of various harmful
gases, one of which is nitrogen oxide, which is released into the atmosphere. As many states
have now passed legislation and set the permitted emissions, the proper functioning of the EGR
system has now become compulsory. Like other parts, sensors tend to fail eventually. Although
it is unusual for such sensors to fail, a number of factors can cause premature failure. If the
EGR system is not working properly, the PCM valve, which controls how much air is added to
the fuel, starts to produce a lean mixture of air and fuel. The failure of the DPFE sensor will
eventually cause the PCM to produce a lean mixture, as it thinks that the circulation of exhaust
air has decreased. There are many different signs to look for when you are confronted with a
bad DPFE sensor. Here are some of the most common symptoms. If you notice that your car
starts to run rough and wobbly when idling, this may mean that the DPFE sensor is not working
as it should. In such cases, the engine also hesitates when you push the accelerator pedal, and
you may feel a loss of engine power. If you are experiencing the above problems and your
check engine light comes on at the same time, it could mean that your engine control unit has
detected a problem with the DPFE sensor. If the engine check light is on, it does not necessarily
mean that there is a problem wi
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th the DPFE sensor, but it could be. This is probably the easiest symptom to look for. If you
have some knowledge about cars and troubleshooting, you can test the DPFE sensor and the
wiring for it at home. Here are some simple things you can check for yourself with the help of a
multimeter and basic knowledge about its use. Check the wiring: Use a multimeter and measure
the signal, ground, and voltage. Make sure that there are 5 volts on the power cable and that it is
properly grounded. This can lead to legal problems and also shorten the life of your engine. I
have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I
created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the web while looking for
repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. What is a DPFE sensor? What
happens if the DPFE sensor fails? Reduced engine performance. Check engine light comes on.

Your car may fail the emission test. Search This Site Search.

